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Welcome to the EL34 World Tube Amp library of information. Bookmark this page This page is full of links
that lead to every information page on my web site.
Tube Amp Schematics, Tube Amp Information, Tube Amp Projects
Basic Radio - The Essentials of Electron tubes and their Circuits, J. Barton Hoag, 1942, 379 pages. This
college-level electronics text is "designed for the student with only a limited background in physics and
mathematics".
Technical books online - Tube Books
A guitar amplifier (or amp) is an electronic device or system that strengthens the weak electrical signal from a
pickup on an electric guitar, bass guitar, or acoustic guitar so that it can produce sound through one or more
loudspeakers, which are typically housed in a wooden cabinet.
Guitar amplifier - Wikipedia
A valve amplifier or tube amplifier is a type of electronic amplifier that uses vacuum tubes to increase the
amplitude or power of a signal. Low to medium power valve amplifiers for frequencies below the microwaves
were largely replaced by solid state amplifiers during the 1960s and 1970s.
Valve amplifier - Wikipedia
''The Guitar Amp Handbook by Dave Hunter (who has written many a book on guitars) covers everything you
need to know about the sought after tube amplifier.
Guitar Amplifier Handbook: Dave Hunter: 9780879308636
Buy Little Dot MK2 MKII 6J1 X 2 6N6 X 2 Headphone Amp Amplifier Pre-Amp Tube: Amplifiers Amazon.com FREE DELIVERY possible on eligible purchases
Little Dot MK2 MKII 6J1 X2 6N6 X2 Headphone Amp Amplifier
Back to the GEO Home Page Musical Instrument Tube Amp Building, Maintaining and Modifying FAQ. Much
of this material applies to building or re-building hi-fi equipment, as well but it was originally intended for
musical instrument crazies.
Tube Amp FAQ - geofex.com
Back to Home Page [Tube Data Page ][Tube & Tube Amp Links Page ][Dynaco Upgrades ][Dusty Files Part
1 Part 2][Other Triode Pages][Schematic Index][Studio Schematics][Frequently Asked Questions][How To
Find Us]
Triode Electronics: On Line Schematics Index
You can probably guess that I'm a big fan of Alfred Morgan's series of books such as: "The Boy's Second
Book of Radio and Electronics" which I had received as a Christmas
Alfred Morgan Tube Crystal Radio Knight Space Spanner
â€” Since 1999 â€” Welcome to over 50 articles on amplifiers, tube-based preamps, crossovers, headphone
amplifiers, single-ended amplifiers, push-pull amplifiers, Circlotron circuit design, hybrid amplifiers, cascode
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circuits, White cathode followers ...
Tube CAD Journal
In 1960, the writing was on the wall: Tubes were being bested in every area by transistors, which did not
require heater power, did not generate as much heat, and were a tiny fraction of the size.
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